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Abstra t

One of the most important issues in ma hine learning is whether one an improve the
performan e of a supervised learning algorithm by in luding unlabeled data. Methods that
use both labeled and unlabeled data are generally referred to as semi-supervised learning.
Although a number of su h methods are proposed, at the urrent stage, we still don't have
a omplete understanding of their e e tiveness. This paper investigates a losely related
problem, whi h leads to a novel approa h to semi-supervised learning. Spe i ally we
onsider learning predi tive stru tures on hypothesis spa es (that is, what kind of lassi ers
have good predi tive power) from multiple learning tasks. We present a general framework
in whi h the stru tural learning problem an be formulated and analyzed theoreti ally, and
relate it to learning with unlabeled data. Under this framework, algorithms for stru tural
learning will be proposed, and omputational issues will be investigated. Experiments will
be given to demonstrate the e e tiveness of the proposed algorithms in the semi-supervised
learning setting.
1. Introdu tion

In ma hine learning appli ations, one an often nd a large amount of unlabeled data
without diÆ ulty, while labeled data are ostly to obtain. Therefore a natural question
is whether we an use unlabeled data to build a more a urate lassi er, given the same
amount of labeled data. This problem is often referred to as semi-supervised learning.
In general, semi-supervised learning algorithms use both labeled and unlabeled data to
train a lassi er. Although a number of methods have been proposed, their e e tiveness
is not always lear. For example, Vapnik introdu ed the notion of transdu tive inferen e
(Vapnik, 1998), whi h may be regarded as an approa h to semi-supervised learning. Although some su ess has been reported (e.g., see Joa hims, 1999), there has also been
riti ism pointing out that this method may not behave well under some ir umstan es
(Zhang and Oles, 2000). Another popular semi-supervised learning method is o-training
(Blum and Mit hell, 1998), whi h is related to the bootstrap method used in some NLP
appli ations (Yarowsky, 1995) and to EM (Nigam et al., 2000). The basi idea is to label
part of unlabeled data using a high pre ision lassi er, and then put the \automati allylabeled" data into the training data. However, it was pointed out by Pier e and Cardie
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(2001) that this method may degrade the lassi ation performan e when the assumptions
of the method are not satis ed (that is when noise is introdu ed into the labels through
non-perfe t lassi ation). This phenomenon is also observed in some of our experiments
reported in Se tion 5.
Another approa h to semi-supervised learning is based on a di erent philosophy. The
basi idea is to de ne good fun tional stru tures using unlabeled data. Sin e it does not
bootstrap labels, there is no label noise whi h an potentially orrupt the learning pro edure.
An example of this approa h is to use unlabeled data to reate a data-manifold (graph
stru ture), on whi h proper smooth fun tion lasses an be de ned (Szummer and Jaakkola,
2002, Zhou et al., 2004, Zhu et al., 2003). If su h smooth fun tions an hara terize the
underlying lassi er very well, then one is able to improve the lassi ation performan e.
It is worth pointing out that smooth fun tion lasses based on graph stru tures do not
ne essarily have good predi tive power. Therefore a more general approa h, based on the
same underlying prin iple, is to dire tly learn a good underlying smooth fun tion lass (that
is, what good lassi ers are like). If the learning pro edure takes advantage of unlabeled
data, then we obtain a semi-supervised learning method that is spe i ally aimed at nding
stru tures with good predi tive power.
This motivates the general framework we are going to develop in this paper. That is,
we want to learn some underlying predi tive fun tional stru tures (smooth fun tion lasses)
that an hara terize what good predi tors are like. We all this problem stru tural learning. Our key idea is to learn su h stru tures by onsidering multiple predi tion problems
simultaneously. At the intuitive level, when we observe multiple predi tors for di erent
problems, we have a good sample of the underlying predi tor spa e, whi h an be analyzed
to nd the ommon stru tures shared by these predi tors. On e important predi tive stru tures on the predi tor spa e are dis overed, we an then use the information to improve
upon ea h individual predi tion problem. A main fo us of this paper is to formalize this
intuitive idea and analyze properties of stru tural learning more rigorously.
The idea that one an bene t by onsidering multiple problems together has appeared
in the statisti al literature. In parti ular, Bayesian hierar hi al modeling is motivated from
the same prin iple. However, the framework developed in this paper is under the frequentist
setting, and the most relevant statisti al studies are shrinkage methods in multiple-output
linear models (see Se tion 3.4.6 of Hastie et al., 2001). In parti ular, the algorithm proposed
in Se tion 3 has a form similar to a shrinkage method proposed by Breiman and Friedman
(1997). However, the framework presented here (as well as the spe i algorithm in Se tion 3) is more general than the earlier statisti al studies. In the ma hine learning literature,
related work is sometime referred to as multi-task learning, for example, see (Baxter, 2000,
Ben-David and S huller, 2003, Caruana, 1997, Evegniou and Pontil, 2004, Mi helli and
Ponti, 2005) and referen es therein. We shall all our pro edure stru tural learning sin e it
is a more a urate des ription of what our method does in the semi-supervised learning setting. That is, we transfer the predi tive stru ture learned from multiple tasks (on unlabeled
data) to the target supervised problem. In the literature, this idea is also referred to as
indu tive transfer. The su ess of this approa h depends on whether the learned stru ture
is helpful for the target supervised problem.
It follows that although this work is motivated by semi-supervised learning, the general
stru tural learning (or multi-task learning) problem onsidered in the paper is of indepen2
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dent interest. For semi-supervised learning, as we shall show later, the multiple predi tion
problems needed for stru tural learning an be generated from unlabeled data. However,
the basi framework an also be applied to other appli ations where we have multiple predi tion problems that are not ne essarily derived from unlabeled data (as in the earlier
statisti al and ma hine learning studies). Be ause of this, the rst part of the paper fo uses
on the development of a general stru tural learning paradigm as well as our algorithm. The
main impli ation is that one an reliably learn a good underlying stru ture if it is shared by
multiple predi tion problems. In the se ond part, we shall demonstrate how to apply the
idea of learning stru ture to semi-supervised learning, and demonstrate the e e tiveness of
the proposed method in this ontext.
A short version of this paper, mainly reporting some empiri al results, appeared in
ACL (Ando and Zhang, 2005). This version in ludes a more omplete derivation of the
proposed algorithm, with theoreti al analysis and several additional experimental results.
In Se tion 2, we formally introdu e the stru tural learning problem under the framework
of standard ma hine learning. We then propose a spe i algorithm that nds a ommon
low-dimensional feature spa e shared by the multi-problems. The algorithm will be studied in Se tion 3, with theoreti al analysis given in Appendix A. Se tion 4 shows how to
apply stru tural learning in the ontext of semi-supervised learning. The basi idea is to
use unlabeled data to generate auxiliary predi tion problems that are useful for dis overing
important predi tive stru tures. Su h stru tures an then be estimated using the algorithm
developed in Se tion 3. We will also give intuitive justi ations on why the stru ture shared
by the arti ially reated auxiliary problems is helpful for the supervised problem. Experiments are provided in Se tion 5 to illustrate the e e tiveness of the algorithm proposed in
Se tion 3 on several semi-supervised tasks. Se tion 6 presents a high level summary of the
main ideas developed in the paper.
2. The Stru tural Learning Problem

This se tion introdu es the problem of learning predi tive fun tional stru tures. Although
related ideas have been explored in some earlier statisti al and ma hine learning studies,
for ompleteness, we shall in lude a self- ontained des ription. The framework onsidered
here will be the basis of our algorithm presented in Se tion 3.

2.1 Supervised learning
In the standard formulation of supervised learning, we seek a predi tor that maps an input
ve tor x 2 X to the orresponding output y 2 Y . Usually, one sele ts the predi tor from a
set H of fun tions based on a nite set of training examples f(Xi ; Yi )g that are independently
generated a ording to some unknown probability distribution D. The set H, often alled
the hypothesis spa e, onsists of fun tions from X to Y that an be used to predi t the
output in Y of an input datum in X . Our goal is to nd a predi tor f so that its error
with respe t to D is as small as possible. In this paper, we assume that the quality of the
predi tor p is measured by the expe ted loss with respe t to D:

R(f ) = EX;Y L(f (X); Y ):
3
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Given a set of training data, a frequently used method for nding a predi tor f^ 2 H is to
minimize the empiri al error on the training data (often alled empiri al risk minimization
or ERM):
n
X
f^ = arg min L(f (Xi ); Yi ):
f 2H
i=1

It is well-known that with a xed sample size, the smaller the hypothesis spa e H, the
easier it is to learn the best predi tor in H. The error aused by learning the best predi tor
from nite sample is alled the estimation error. However, the smaller the hypothesis spa e
H, the less a urate the best predi tor in H be omes. The error aused by using a restri ted
H is often referred to as the approximation error. In supervised learning, one needs to sele t
the size of H to balan e the trade-o between approximation error and estimation error.
This is typi ally done through model sele tion, where we learn a set of predi tors from a
set of andidate hypothesis spa es H , and then pi k the best hoi e on a validation set.

2.2 Learning good hypothesis spa es
In pra ti e, a good hypothesis spa e should have a small approximation error and a small
estimation error. The problem of hoosing a good hypothesis spa e is entral to the performan e of the learning algorithm, but often requires spe i domain knowledge or assumptions of the world.
Assume that we have a set of andidate hypothesis spa es. If one only observes a single
predi tion problem X ! Y on the underlying domain X , then a standard approa h to
hypothesis spa e sele tion (or model sele tion) is by ross validation. If one observes multiple
predi tion problems on the same underlying domain, then it is possible to make better
estimate of the underlying hypothesis spa e by onsidering these problems simultaneously.
We now des ribe a simple model for stru tural learning, whi h is the foundation of
this paper. A similar point of view an also be found in (Baxter, 2000). Consider m
learning problems indexed by ` 2 f1; : : : ; mg, ea h with n` samples (X`i ; Yi` ) indexed by
i 2 f1; : : : ; n` g, whi h are independently drawn from a distribution D` . For ea h problem
`, assume that we have a set of andidate hypothesis spa es H`; indexed by a ommon
stru tural parameter  2 that is shared among the problems.
Now, for the `-th problem, we are interested in nding a predi tor f` : X ! Y in
H`; that minimizes the expe ted loss over D`. For notational simpli ity, we assume that
the problems have the same loss fun tion (although the requirement is not essential in our
analysis). Given a xed stru tural parameter , the predi tor for ea h problem an be
estimated using empiri al risk minimization (ERM) over the hypothesis spa e H`; :

f^`; = arg min
f

n
X̀

2H`; i=1

L(f (X`i ); Yi` );

(` = 1; : : : ; m):

(1)

The purpose of stru tural learning is to nd an optimal stru tural parameter  su h that
the expe ted risks of the predi tors f^`; (ea h with respe t to the orresponding distribution
D`), when averaged over ` = 1; : : : ; m, are minimized.
If we use ross-validation for stru tural parameter sele tion, then we an immediately
noti e that a more stable estimate of the optimal  an be obtained by onsidering multiple
4
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learning tasks together. In parti ular, if for ea h problem `, we have a validation set
 `j ; Yj` ) for j = 1; : : : ; n ` , then for stru tural learning, the total number of validation data
(X
P
 `. Therefore e e tively, we have more data for the purpose of sele ting the optimal
is m
`=1 n
shared hypothesis spa e stru ture. This implies that even if the sample sizes are small for
the individual problems, as long as m is large, we are able to nd the optimal  a urately.
A PAC style analysis will be provided in Appendix A, where we an state a similar result
without ross-validation.
In general, we expe t that the hypothesis spa e H`; determines the fun tional stru ture
of the learned predi tor. The  parameter an be a ontinuous parameter that en odes our
assumption of what a good predi tor should be like. If we have a large parameter spa e,
then we an explore many possible fun tional stru tures. This argument (more rigorous
results are given in Appendix A) implies that it is possible to dis over the optimal shared
stru ture when the number of problems m is large.

2.3 Good stru tures on the input spa e
The purpose of this se tion is to provide an intuitive dis ussion on why in prin iple, there
exist good fun tional stru tures (good hypothesis spa es) shared by multiple tasks. Con eptually, we may onsider the simple ase H`; = H , where di erent problems share exa tly
the same underlying hypothesis spa e.
Given an arbitrary input spa e X without any known stru ture, we argue that it is often
possible to learn what a good predi tor looks like from multiple predi tion problems. The
key reason is that in pra ti e, not all predi tors are equally good (or equally likely to be
observed). In real world appli ations, one usually observes \smooth" predi tors where the
smoothness is with respe t to a ertain intrinsi underlying distan e on the input spa e.
In general, if two points are lose in this intrinsi distan e, then the values that a good
predi tor produ es at these points are also likely to be similar. In parti ular, ompletely
random predi tors are likely to be bad predi tors, and are rarely observed in pra ti al
appli ations.
In ma hine learning, the smoothness ondition is often enfor ed by the hypothesis spa e
we sele t. For example, kernel methods onstrain the smoothness of a fun tion using a
ertain reprodu ing kernel Hilbert spa e (RKHS) norm. For su h fun tions (in a RKHS),
loseness of two points under a ertain metri often implies loseness in predi tive values.
One may also onsider more ompli ated smoothness onditions that explore the observed
data-manifold (e.g. graph-based semi-supervised learning methods mentioned in the introdu tion). Su h a smoothness ondition will be useful if it orrelates well with predi tive
ability.
In general, a good distan e measure on X indu es a good hypothesis spa e whi h enfor es
smoothness with respe t to the underlying distan e. However, in reality, it is often not
lear what is the best distan e measure in the underlying spa e. For example, in natural
language pro essing, the spa e X onsists of dis rete points su h as words, for whi h no
appropriate distan e an be easily de ned. Even for ontinuous ve tor-valued input points,
it is diÆ ult to justify that the Eu lidean distan e is better than something else. Even after
a good distan e fun tion an be sele ted, it is not lear whether we an de ne appropriate
smoothness onditions with respe t to the distan e.
5
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If we observe multiple tasks, then important ommon stru tures an be dis overed simply
by analyzing the multiple predi tors learned from the data. If these tasks are very similar
to the a tual learning task whi h we are interested in, then we an bene t signi antly
from the dis overed stru tures. Even if the tasks are not dire tly related, the dis overed
stru tures an still be useful. This is be ause in general, predi tors tend to share similar
smoothness onditions with respe t to a ertain distan e that is intrinsi to the underlying
input spa e.
As an example to illustrate the main argument graphi ally, we onsider a dis rete input
spa e of six points X = fA; B; C; D; E; F g. Assume we obtain estimates of three fun tions
from three di erent predi tion problems, and plot the obtained fun tion values against the
input points in Figure 1. In this example, we an noti e that fun tion values at points
A, C , and D are similar, while fun tion values at points F and E are similar. Therefore
by observing the estimated fun tions, we may on lude that under some intrinsi distan e
metri on X , points A, C , and D are \ lose" to ea h other, and points E and F are \ lose" to
ea h other. A good fun tion on X should be smooth with respe t to this intrinsi distan e.
We will ome ba k to the argument presented in this se tion using text data as a more
on rete example, when we dis uss semi-supervised learning in Se tion 4.

Figure 1: An Illustration of Dis overing Fun tional Stru ture From Multiple Predi tion
Tasks

2.4 A more abstra t form of stru tural learning
We may also pose stru tural learning in a slightly more abstra t form, whi h is useful when
we don't use empiri al risk minimization as the learner.
6
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Assume that for ea h problem `, we are given a learning algorithm A` that takes a set
of training samples S` = f(X`i ; Yi` )gi=1;:::;n` and a stru tural parameter  2 , and produ e
a predi tor f^`; : f^`; = A` (S` ; ). Note that if the algorithm estimates the predi tor from a
hypothesis spa e H`; by empiri al risk minimization, then we have f^`; 2 H`; .
Assume further that there is a pro edure that estimates the performan e of the learned
predi tor f^`; using possibly additional information T` (whi h for example, ould be a validation set) as O` (S` ; T` ; ). Then in stru tural learning, we nd ^ by using a regularized
estimator

"

^ = arg min r() +


2

m
X
`=1

#

O`(S`; T` ; ) ;

(2)

where r() is a regularization parameter that en odes our belief on what  value is preferred.
The number of problems m behaves like the sample size in standard learning. This is our
fundamental estimation method for stru tural learning. On e we obtain an estimate ^ of
the stru tural parameter, we an use the learning algorithm A` (S` ; ^) to obtain predi tor
f^`; for ea h `.
As an example, assume that we estimate the a ura y of f^`; using
a validation set
`
 `j ; Yj`)gj =1;:::;n ` , then we may simply let O(S` ; T` ; ) = ` Pnj=1
 `j ); Yj` ),
T` = f(X
L(f^`; (X
where ` > 0 are weighting parameters. It is also possible to estimate the a ura y of the
learned predi tor based on the training set alone using the standard learning theory for
empiri al risk minimization. This approa h will be employed in Se tion 3, and leads to
pra ti al algorithms that an be formulated as optimization problems.
3. Algorithms

In this se tion, we develop a spe i learning algorithm under the standard ma hine learning
framework. The basis of our learner is joint empiri al risk minimization, whi h will be analyzed in Appendix A. We onsider linear predi tion models sin e they have been shown to
be e e tive in many pra ti al appli ations. These methods in lude state-of-the-art ma hine
learning algorithms su h as kernel ma hines and boosting.

3.1 Joint empiri al risk minimization
Based on the framework outlined in Se tion 2, we are interested in nding a hypothesis spa e

H; , using an estimator of the form (2). As being pointed out in Se tion 2, on eptually

this ould be a hieved using a validation set. However, su h an approa h an lead to a
quite diÆ ult omputational pro edure sin e we have to optimize the empiri al risk on the
training data for ea h possible value of , and then hoose an optimal  on the validation
set. Therefore for ompli ated stru tures with ontinuous  parameter su h as the model
we onsider in Se tion 3, this approa h is not feasible.
A more natural method is to perform a joint optimization on the training set, with
respe t to both the predi tors ff` g, and the stru tural parameter . To this end, we will
onsider the model given by equation (1), and pose it as a joint optimization problem over
7
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the m problems, where  is the shared stru tural parameter:

n
m
X
1 X̀
^ ff^` g℄ = arg min
[;
L(f`(X`i ); Yi` ):
n
`
 2 ;ff` 2H`; g
i=1
`=1

(3)

Sin e the shared stru tural parameter  depends on m problems, it an be more reliably
estimated by joint minimization. For ompleteness, we in lude a theoreti al analysis in
Appendix A.

3.2 Stru tural learning with linear predi tors

In order to derive a pra ti al algorithm from (3), we shall onsider a spe i joint model
whi h an be solved numeri ally. Spe i ally, we employ linear predi tion models for the
multiple tasks, and assume that the underlying stru ture is a shared low-dimensional subspa e. Although not ne essarily most general, this model leads to a simple and intuitive
omputational pro edure. As we shall also see later, it is quite e e tive for semi-supervised
learning problems that we are interested in.
Given the input spa e X , a linear predi tor is not ne essarily linear on the original spa e,
but rather an be regarded as a linear fun tional on a high dimensional feature spa e F .
We assume there is a known feature map  : X ! F . A linear predi tor f is determined by
a weight ve tor w: f (x) = wT (x). In order to apply the stru tural learning framework,
we onsider a parameterized family of feature maps. In this setting, the goal of stru tural
learning may be regarded as learning a good feature map. For the spe i formulation whi h
we onsider in this paper, we assume that the overall feature map ontains two omponents:
one omponent is with a known high-dimensional feature map, and the other omponent is
a parameterized low-dimensional feature map. That is, the linear predi tor has a form

f (x) = wT (x) + vT



(x);

where w and v are weight ve tors spe i for ea h predi tion problem, and  is the ommon
stru ture parameter shared by all problems.
In order to simplify numeri al omputation, we further onsider a simple linear form of
feature map, where  =  is an h  p dimensional matrix, and  (x) =  (x), with a
known p-dimensional ve tor fun tion. We now an write the linear predi tor as:

f(w; v; x) = wT (x) + vT  (x):

This hypothesis spa e (with appropriate regularization onditions) is analyzed in Appendix A
after Theorem 4. We point out there that the key idea of this formulation is to dis over a
shared low-dimensional predi tive stru ture parameterized by .
Applying (2) with O(S` ; T` ; ) given by regularized empiri al risk, we obtain the following
formulation:
!#
"
n
m
X̀
X
1
^ = arg min r() +
^ ` ; v^ ` g; ℄
L(f (w` ; v` ; X`i ); Yi` ) ; (4)
g(w` ; v` ) +
[fw
n
`
fw` ;v`g;
i=1
`=1
where g(w; v) is an appropriate regularization ondition on the weight ve tor (w; v), and
r() is an appropriate regularization ondition on the stru tural parameter . In this formulation, we weight ea h problem equally (by dividing the number of instan es n` ) so that
8
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no problem will dominate the others. One may also hoose other weighting s hemes. Note
that the regularized ERM method in (4) has the same form as (3). The main di eren e
is that we repla ed the hard- onstrained regularization (pi king the predi tors from a hypothesis spa e) by its omputationally more onvenient version of penalized regularization.
Up to appropriately de ned Lagrangian multipliers, these two formulations are equivalent.
If we onsider kernel learning, and assume that the feature map (x) belongs to a
reprodu ing kernel Hilbert spa e, then equation (4) an be kernelized. There are several
ways to do so. One possibility is to kernelize in the w parameter | we simply repla e
the ve tor parameter w` by n` dual parameters `j (j = 1; : : : ; n` ), and the linear s ore
`
`
`
`
w`T (X`i) by Pnj=1
j K (Xj ; Xi ). For simpli ity, we do not onsider kernel methods in this
paper.

3.3 Alternating stru ture optimization
It is possible to solve (4) using general purpose optimization methods. However, in this
se tion, we show that by exploring the spe ial stru ture of the formulation, we an develop
a more interesting and on eptually appealing omputational pro edure. In general, we
should pi k L and g su h that the formulation is onvex for xed . However, the joint
optimization over fw` ; v` g and  will be ome non- onvex. Therefore, one typi ally an only
nd a lo al minimum with respe t to . This usually doesn't lead to serious problems sin e
given the lo al optimal stru tural parameter , the solution fw` ; v` g will still be globally
optimal for every `. Moreover, the algorithm whi h we propose later in se tion uses SVD
for dimension redu tion. At the on eptual level, the possible lo al optimality of  is not
a major issue simply be ause the SVD pro edure itself is already good at nding globally
optimal low dimensional stru ture.
With xed , the omputation of fw` ; v` g for ea h problem ` be omes de oupled, and
various optimization algorithms an be applied for this purpose. The spe i hoi e of
su h algorithms is not important for the purpose of this paper. In our experiments, for
onvenien e and simpli ity, we employ sto hasti gradient des ent (SGD), widely used in
the neural networks literature. It was re ently argued that this simple method an also
work well for large s ale onvex learning formulations (Zhang, 2004).
In the following, we onsider a spe ial ase of (4) whi h has a simple iterative SVD
solution. Let (x) = (x) = x 2 Rp with square regularization of weight ve tors. Then
we have

!
n
m
X̀
X
1
^ = arg min
^ ` ; v^ ` g; ℄
L((w` + T v` )T X`i ; Yi` ) + ` kw` k22 ;
[fw
n
fw` ;v`g; `=1 ` i=1
s.t. T = Ihh ;

(5)

with given onstants f` g. Note that in this formulation, the regularization ondition r()
in (4) is absorbed into the orthonormal onstraint T = Ihh, and thus does not need to
be expli itly in luded.
In order to solve this optimization problem, we may introdu e an auxiliary variable u`
for ea h problem ` su h that u` = w` + T v` . Therefore we may eliminate w using u to
9
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obtain:

!
n
m
X̀
X
1
T
`
`
T
2
^ = arg min
[fu^ ` ; v^ ` g; ℄
L(u` Xi ; Yi ) + ` ku`  v` k2 ;
n
fu` ;v` g; `=1 ` i=1
s.t. T = Ihh :

(6)

^ T v^ ` .
^ ` = u^ ` 
At the optimal solution, we let w
In order to solve (6), we use the following alternating optimization pro edure:

 Fix (; v), and optimize (6) with respe t to u.
 Fix u, and optimize (6) with respe t to (; v).
 Iterate until onvergen e.

One may also propose other alternating optimization pro edures. For example, in the rst
step, we may x  and optimize with respe t to (u; v).
In the alternating optimization pro edure outlined above, with a onvex hoi e of L,
the rst step be omes a onvex optimization problem. There are many well-established
methods for solving it (as mentioned earlier, we use SGD for its simpli ity). We shall fo us
on the se ond step, whi h is ru ial for the derivation of our method. It is easy to see that
the optimization of (6) with xed fu` g = fu^ ` g is equivalent to the following problem:
^ = arg min
[fv^ ` g; ℄
fv` g;

X

` ku^ ` T v` k22 ; s.t. T = Ihh :

(7)

`

Using simple linear algebra, we know that with xed ,
min
v ku^ `
`

T v` k22 = ku^ ` k22

k^u`k22 ;

and the optimal value is a hieved at v^ ` = ^u` . Now by eliminating v` and use the above
equality, we an rewrite (7) as
^ = arg max


p

p



m
X
`=1

` k^u` k22 ; s.t. T = Ihh:

Let U = [ 1 u^ 1 ; : : : ; m u^ m ℄ be an p  m matrix, we have

^ = arg max tr(UUT T ); s.t. T = Ihh ;



where tr(A) is the tra e of matrix A. It is well-known that the solution of this problem is
given by the SVD (singular value de omposition) of U: let U = V1 DV2T be the SVD of U
(assume that the diagonal elements of D are arranged in de reasing order), then the rows
^ are given by the rst h rows of V1T (left singular ve tors orresponding to the largest h
of 
singular values of U). We now summarize the above derivation into an algorithm des ribed
in Figure 2, whi h solves (5) by alternating optimization of u and (; v).
Note that sin e the obje tive value in (5) de reases at ea h iteration, the pro edure pro^ with onverging obje tive values. In general, the parameters
^ ` ; v^ ` g; 
du es parameters fw
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Input: training data f(X ; Y )g (` = 1; : : : ; m)
Parameters: h and 1; : : : ; 
Output: h  p dimensional matrix 
Initialize: u = 0 (` = 1 : : : m), and arbitrary 
iterate
for ` = 1 to m do
^ :
With xed  and hv = u , approximately solve for w
i
P
1
2
L
(
w
X
+
(
v
)
X
;
Y
)
+

k
w
k
w^ = arg minw
2
=1
^ + v
Let u = w
endfor
p
p
Compute the SVD of U = [ 1 u1 ; : : : ;  u ℄:
U = V1DV2 (with diagonals of D in des ending order)
Let the rows of  be the rst h rows of V1
until onverge
`
i

`
i

m

`

`

`

`

`

` n`
T
`

`

`

n`
i

T
`

`
i

T
`

m

T

`
i

`
i

`

`

m

T

Figure 2: SVD-based Alternating Stru ture Optimization Algorithm

fw^ `; v^`g; ^ will also onverge (to a lo al optimal solution). However, in reality, it is usually

suÆ ient to use the  parameter from the rst iteration of the pro edure. This is be ause
the performan e of our model is not very sensitive to a small perturbation of the stru tural
parameter . The main dimensional redu tion e e t is already well aptured by SVD in
the rst iteration.
It is important to point out that our SVD-based alternating stru ture optimization
(SVD-ASO) pro edure is fundamentally di erent from the usual prin ipal omponent analysis (PCA) whi h an be regarded as dimension redu tion in the data spa e X . However,
the dimension redu tion performed in the SVD-ASO algorithm is on the predi tor ( lassier) spa e instead of the data spa e. This is possible be ause we observe multiple predi tors
from multiple learning tasks. If we regard the observed predi tors as sample points of the
predi tor distribution in the predi tor spa e ( orrupted with estimation error, or noise),
then our algorithm an be interpreted as nding the \prin ipal omponents" of these predi tors. Consequently the method dire tly looks for low-dimensional stru tures with the
highest predi tive power. By ontrast, the prin ipal omponents of input data in the data
spa e do not ne essarily have good predi tive power.

3.4 An extension of the basi SVD-ASO algorithm

One may extend (5) and the SVD-ASO pro edure in various ways. For example, if x belongs
to an in nite dimensional Hilbert spa e, then the SVD in Figure 2 an be repla ed by the
orresponding kernel prin ipal omponent analysis. However, this generalization is outside
the s ope of the analysis given in the paper.
In our experiments, we use another extension, where features ( omponents of x) are
grouped into di erent types and the SVD dimension redu tion is omputed separately for
ea h group. This is important sin e in appli ations, features are not homogeneous. If we
11
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know that some features are more similar to ea h other (e.g. they have the same type),
then it is reasonable to perform a more lo alized dimension redu tion among these similar
features. To formulate this idea, we divide input features into G groups, and rewrite ea h
input data-point X`i as [X`i;t ℄t=1;:::;G , where t is the feature type whi h spe i es whi h group
P
the feature is in. Ea h X`i;t 2 Rpt , and thus X`i 2 Rp with p = Gt=1 pt . We asso iate
ea h group t with a stru tural parameter t 2 Rhtpt , whi h is a proje tion operator of
this feature type into ht dimensional spa e. Equation (5) an be repla ed by the following
stru tural learning method:
^ t g℄ =
^ `;t ; v^ `;t g; f
[fw

n
m
G
X
X
1 X̀
arg min
L( (w`;t + Tt v`;t )T X`i;t ; Yi` )
fw`;t ;v`;tgft g `=1 n` i=1 t=1

+

G
X
t=1

!

`;t kw`;t k22 ;

s.t. 8t 2 f1; : : : ; Gg :

(8)
t Tt = Ihtht :

Similarly as before, we an introdu e auxiliary variables u`;t = w`;t + Tt v`;t , and perform
alternating optimization over u and (; v). The resulting algorithm is essentially the same
as the SVD-ASO method in Figure 2, but with the SVD dimension redu tion step performed
separately for ea h feature group t.
Some other extensions of the basi algorithm an also be useful for ertain appli ations.
For example, we may hoose to regularize only those omponents of w` whi h orrespond
to the non-negative part of u` (we may still regularize the negative part of u` , but using the
orresponding omponents of u` instead of w` ). The reason for doing so is that the positive
weights of a linear lassi er are usually dire tly related to the target on ept, while the
negative omponents often yield mu h less spe i information. The resulting method an
be easily formulated and solved by a variant of the basi SVD-ASO algorithm. In e e t, in
the SVD omputation, we only use the positive omponents of u` .
4. Semi-supervised Learning

We are now ready to illustrate how to apply the stru tural learning paradigm developed
earlier in the paper to the semi-supervised learning setting. The basi idea is to reate
auxiliary problems using unlabeled data, and then employ stru tural learning to reveal
predi tive stru tures intrinsi to the underlying input spa e X .

4.1 Learning from unlabeled data through stru tural learning

We systemati ally reate multiple predi tion problems from unlabeled data. We all these
reated predi tion problems auxiliary problems, while we all the original supervised predi tion problem (whi h we are interested in) the target problem.
Our method onsists of the following two steps:
1. Learn a good stru tural parameter  by performing a joint empiri al risk minimization
on the auxiliary problems, using originally unlabeled data that are automati ally
`labeled' with auxiliary lass labels.
12
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2. Learn a predi tor for the target problem by empiri al risk minimization on the originally labeled data, using  omputed in the rst step. In parti ular, in our bi-linear
formulation (Se tion 3), we x  and optimize (8) with respe t to w and v for the
target problem.
The rst step seeks a hypothesis spa e H through learning the predi tive fun tional stru ture shared by auxiliary predi tors. If auxiliary problems are, to some degree, related to
the target task, then the obtained hypothesis spa e H , whi h improves the average performan e of auxiliary predi tors, will also help the target problem. Therefore, the relevan y
of auxiliary problems plays an important role in our method. We will return to this issue
in the next se tion.
An alternative to the above two-step pro edure is to perform a joint empiri al risk
minimization on the target problem (with labeled data) and on the auxiliary problems (with
unlabeled data) at on e. However, in our intended appli ations, the number of labeled data
available for the target problem is usually small. Therefore the in lusion of the target
predi tor in the joint ERM will not have a signi ant impa t.

4.2 Auxiliary problem reation

Our approa h to semi-supervised learning requires auxiliary problems with the following
hara teristi s:
 Automati labeling: we need to automati ally generate various \labeled" data for the
auxiliary problems from unlabeled data.



Relevan y: auxiliary problems should be related to the target problem (that is, they

share a ertain predi tive stru ture) to some degree.
We onsider two strategies for automati generation of auxiliary problems: one in a ompletely unsupervised fashion, and the other in a partially supervised fashion. Some of the
example auxiliary problems introdu ed in this se tion are used in our experiments des ribed
in Se tion 5.
We have brie y dis ussed the relationship of PCA and SVD-ASO in Se tion 3. In the
above mentioned framework of semi-supervised learning, the standard PCA (applied to
unlabeled data) an also be roughly regarded as a result of generating k auxiliary problems
from k unlabeled data points so that the i-th problem has only one positive example (the
i-th data point). In general, the strategies whi h we will suggest below are more exible
and more e e tive.
For larity, we introdu e the following two mini target tasks as running examples.
Text genre ategorization Consider the task of assigning one of the three ategories in
f s ien e, sports, e onomy g to text do uments. For this problem, suppose that we use
frequen ies of ontent words as features.
Word tagging Consider the task of assigning one of the three part-of-spee h tags f noun,
verb, other g to words in English senten es. For instan e, the word \test" in \... a test
pro edure ..." should be assigned the tag noun, and that in \We will test it ..." should be
assigned the tag verb. For this problem, suppose that we use strings of the urrent and
surrounding words as features.
13
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4.2.1 Unsupervised-strategy: predi ting observable sub-stru tures

In the rst strategy, we regard some observable substru tures of the input data X as auxiliary lass labels, and try to predi t these labels using other parts of the input data. For
instan e, for the word tagging task mentioned above, at ea h word position, we an reate
auxiliary problems by regarding the urrent word as auxiliary labels, whi h we want to
predi t using the surrounding words. We reate one binary lassi ation problem for ea h
possible word value, and hen e an obtain many auxiliary problems using this idea.
More generally, if we have a feature representation of the input data, then we may mask
some features as unobserved, and learn lassi ers to predi t these `masked' features (or
some fun tional mapping of the masked features, e.g., bi-grams of left and urrent words)
based on other features that are not masked. In the a tual implementation, we just repla e
the masked feature values by zero, whi h has the same e e t.
The automati -labeling requirement is satis ed sin e the auxiliary labels are observable
to us. To see why this te hnique may naturally meet the relevan y requirement, we note
that feature omponents that an predi t a ertain masked feature are orrelated to the
masked feature, and thus are orrelated among themselves. Therefore this te hnique helps
us to identify orrelated features with predi tive power.
However, for optimal performan e, it is lear that we should hoose to mask (and predi t) features that have good orrelation to the target lasses as auxiliary labels. The
reation of auxiliary problems following this strategy is thus as easy or hard as designing
features for usual supervised learning tasks. We an often make an edu ated guess based
on task-spe i knowledge. A wrong guess would result in adding some irrelevant features
(originating from irrelevant - omponents), but it would not hurt ERM learners severely.
On the other hand, potential gains from a right guess an be signi ant. Also note that
given the abundan e of unlabeled data, we have a wider range of hoi es than standard
feature engineering in the supervised setting. For example, high-order features that su er
from the data sparseness problem in the supervised setting may be used in auxiliary problems due to the vast amount of unlabeled data that an provide more reliable statisti s.
The low-dimensional predi tive stru ture dis overed from the high-order features an then
be used in the supervised task without ausing the data-sparseness problem. This is beause the rare features will be properly ombined in the proje tion matrix , so that the
ombined low-dimension dire tions will appear more frequently (and more orrelated to the
lass-label). The example provided in Se tion 4.3 demonstrates this point.
The following examples illustrate auxiliary problems potentially useful for our example
mini tasks.

Ex 1. Predi t frequent words for text genre ategorization.

It is intuitive that
ontent words that o ur frequently in a do ument are often good indi ators of the genre
of that do ument. Let us split ontent words into two sets W1 and W2 (after removing
appropriate stop words). An auxiliary task we de ne is as follows. Given do ument x,
predi t the word that o urs most frequently in x, among the words in set W1 . The learner
only uses the words in W2 for this predi tion. This task breaks down to jW1 j binary
predi tion problems, one for ea h ontent word in W1 .1
1. One may also onsider variations of this idea, su h as predi ting whether a ontent word in

k most frequent list of x.

more often than a ertain threshold, or in the top-
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For example, let

W1 =
W2 =

f\stadium", \s ientist", \sto k"g ;
f\baseball", \basketball", \physi s", \market"g :

We treat members of W1 as unobserved, and learn to predi t whether the word \stadium"
o urs more frequently in a do ument than \s ientist" and \sto k" by observing the o urren es of \baseball", \basketball", \physi s", and \market". Similarly, the se ond problem
is to predi t whether \s ientist" is more frequent than \baseball" and \sto k". Essentially,
through this auxiliary problem, we learn the textual ontext in W2 that implies that the
word \stadium" o urs frequently in W1 . Assuming that \stadium" is a strong indi ator of
sports, the problem indire tly helps to learn the orrelation of W2 members to the target
lass sports from unlabeled data.

Ex 2. Predi t word strings for word tagging.

As we have already dis ussed above,
an example auxiliary task for word tagging is to predi t the word string at the urrent
position by observing the orresponding words on the left and the right. Using this idea,
we an obtain jW j binary predi tion problems where W is a set of all possible word strings.
Another example is to predi t the word on the left by observing the words at the urrent
and right positions. The underlying assumption is that word strings (at the urrent and
left positions) have strong orrelations to the target problem { whether a word is noun or
verb.
4.2.2 Partially supervised-strategy: predi ting the behavior of target
lassifier

The se ond strategy is motivated by o-training. We use two (or more) distin t feature
maps: 1 : X ! F and 2 : X ! F . First, we train a lassi er for the target task, using
the feature map 1 and the labeled data. The auxiliary tasks are to predi t the behavior of
this lassi er (su h as predi ted labels, assigned on den e values, and so forth), by using
the other feature map 2. Note that unlike o-training, we only use the lassi er as a
means of reating auxiliary problems that meet the relevan y requirement, instead of using
it to bootstrap labels. The semi-supervised learning pro edure following this strategy is
summarized as follows.
1. Train a lassi er T1 with labeled data Z for the target task, using feature map 1 .
2. Generate labeled data for auxiliary problems by applying T1 to unlabeled data.
3. Learn stru tural parameter  by performing joint ERM on the auxiliary problems,
using only the feature map 2 .
4. Train a nal lassi er with labeled data Z , using  omputed above and some appropriate feature map .

Ex 3. Predi t the predi tion of lassi er T1.

The simplest auxiliary task reated by
following this strategy is the predi tion of the lass labels proposed by lassi er T1 . When
the target task is -way lassi ation, binary lassi ation problems are obtained in this
15
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manner. For example, suppose that we train a lassi er using only one half of ontent words
for the text genre ategorization task. Then, one of auxiliary problems will be to predi t
whether this lassi er would propose sports ategory or not, based on the other half of
ontent words only.

Ex 4. Predi t the top-k hoi es of the lassi er.

Another example is to predi t
the ombinations of k (a few) lasses to whi h T1 assigns the highest on den e values.
Through this problem, ne-grained distin tions (related to intrinsi sub- lasses of target
lasses) an be learned. From a -way lassi ation problem, !=( k)! binary predi tion
problems an be reated. For instan e, predi t whether T1 assigns the highest on den e
values to sports and e onomy in this order.

Ex 5. Predi t the range of on den e values produ ed by the lassi er.

Yet
another example is to predi t the proposed labels in onjun tion with the range of on den e
values. For instan e, predi t whether T1 would propose sports with on den e greater than
0:5.

4.3 Dis ussions
We have introdu ed two strategies for reating auxiliary problems in this se tion. One is
unsupervised, and the other partially supervised.
For the unsupervised strategy, we try to predi t some sub-stru tures of the input using
some other parts of the input. This idea is related to the dis ussion in Se tion 2.3, where
we have argued that there are often good stru tures (or smoothness onditions) intrinsi
to the input spa e. These stru tures an be dis overed from auxiliary problems. For text
data, some words or linguisti usages will have similar meanings. The smoothness ondition
is related to the fa t that interesting predi tors for text data (often asso iated with some
underlying semanti meanings) will take similar values when a linguisti usage is substituted
by one that is losely related. This smoothness stru ture an be dis overed using stru tural
learning, and spe i ally by the method we proposed in Se tion 3. In this ase, the spa e
of smooth predi tors orresponds to the most predi tive low dimensional dire tions whi h
we may dis over using the SVD-ASO algorithm. An example of omputed  is given in
Se tion 5.2.8, whi h supports the argument. It is also easy to see that this reasoning is
not spe i to text. Therefore the idea an be applied to other data su h as images. In
the following, we will brie y explain the underlying intuition on why the un-supervised
auxiliary problems we reate are helpful for the supervised task, and leave the development
of a more rigorous and general theory to future investigation.
Suppose we split the features into two parts W1 and W2 , and then predi t W1 based on
W2 . Suppose features in W1 are orrelated to the lass labels (but not ne essarily orrelated
among themselves). Then, the auxiliary predi tion problems are related to the target task,
and thus an reveal useful stru tures of W2 . Under appropriate onditions, features in W2
with similar predi tive performan e tend to map to similar low-dimensional ve tors through
. This e e t an be empiri ally observed in Se tion 5.2.8. We shall only use a simple but
on rete example to illustrate the main idea. Assume that words are divided into ve
disjoint sets Tj : 2  j  2 , with binary label y 2 f 1; 1g. Assume also for simpli ity
that every do ument ontains only two words x1 and x2 , where x1 2 W1 = [j = 1;0;1Tj ,
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and x2 2 W2 = [j = 2;2Tj . Assume further that given lass label y = 1, x1 and x2 are
independent, where x1 is uniformly distributed over T0 [ Ty and x2 is uniformly distributed
over T2y . Then by predi ting x1 = ` based on x2 with least squares, we obtain for ea h
y 2 f1g, identi al weight- omponents for all words in T2y (due to the ex hangeability of
words in ea h T2y ). Thus after dimension redu tion, only two rows of  have non-zero
singular values. The -feature redu es all words in T2 to a single ve tor in R2 , and all
words in T 2 into another single ve tor in R2 . This gives a helpful grouping e e t (words
with similar predi tive performan e are grouped together). It is lear that in this example,
we gain predi tive ability by using unsupervised stru ture dis overy. This is be ause the
original word-spa es T2 and T 2 may be extremely large, whi h means that one will not be
able to learn very well from a small number of training examples (sin e ea h word does not
o ur often enough). By grouping all words in T2 (also in T 2 ) together, we obtain a feature
that is ompletely orrelated to the lass label due to our data generation pro ess. Therefore
the grouping e e t makes the originally hard problem mu h easier to learn. This example
an be extended to a more general theory, whi h we shall leave to further exploration. The
onsequen e of the example is observable in pra ti e, as demonstrated in Se tion 5.2.8.
Although the above dis ussion implies that it is possible to nd useful predi tive stru tures even if we do not intentionally reate problems to mimi the target problem, it is
also lear that auxiliary problems more losely related to the target problem will be more
bene ial. This is our motivation to propose the partially supervised strategy for reating
auxiliary problems. Using this idea, it is always possible to reate relevant auxiliary problems that are losely related to the supervised problem without knowing the e e tiveness
of the individual features. In pra ti al appli ations, we observe that it an be desirable to
reate as many auxiliary problems as possible, as long as there is some reason to believe
in their relevan y to the target task. This is be ause the risk is relatively minor, while the
potential gain from a good stru ture is large.
Moreover, the auxiliary problems introdu ed above (and used in our experiments of
the next se tion) are merely possible examples. One advantage of this approa h to semisupervised learning is that one may design a wide variety of auxiliary problems for learning
various aspe ts of the target problem from unlabeled data. Stru tural learning provides a
theoreti al foundation and a general framework for arrying out possible new ideas.
5. Experiments

We study the performan e of our stru tural learning-based semi-supervised method on text
ategorization, natural language tagging/ hunking, and image lassi ation tasks. The
experimental results show that we are able to improve state-of-the-art supervised learning
methods even for some problems with relatively large number of labeled data (e.g. 200K
labeled data for named entity re ognition).

5.1 Implementation
We experiment with the following semi-supervised learning pro edure:
1. If required for auxiliary label generation, train lassi ers Ti using labeled data Z and
appropriate feature maps i .
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2. For all the auxiliary problems, assign auxiliary labels to unlabeled data.
3. Compute stru ture matrix  by performing the SVD-ASO pro edure (Se tion 3) using
all auxiliary problems on the data generated above. We use the extended version to
take advantage of natural feature splits, and iterate on e.
4. Fix  and obtain the nal lassi er by optimizing (8) with respe t to w and v, using
labeled data Z .
In all settings (in luding baseline methods), the loss fun tion is a modi ation of the
Huber's robust loss for regression:

L(p; y) =



max(0; 1 py)2
4py

if py  1
otherwise ;

with square regularization ( = 10 4 ). It is known that the modi ed Huber loss works well
for lassi ation, and has some advantages, although one may sele t other loss fun tions
su h as SVM or logisti regression. The spe i hoi e is not important for the purpose
of this paper. The training algorithm is sto hasti gradient des ent (SGD) as in (Zhang,
2004). We x ht (dimension of t ) to 50, and use it for all the settings unless otherwise
spe i ed.

5.2 Text ategorization experiments
We report text ategorization performan e on the 20-newsgroup orpus and the ReutersRCV1 orpus (also known as \new Reuters").
5.2.1 Feature representation

Our feature representation uses word frequen ies after removing fun tion words and ommon
stopwords, and normalizes feature ve tors into unit ve tors.
5.2.2 Auxiliary problems for text

ategorization

We experiment with the following types of auxiliary problems:

 Freq: predi ts the most frequent word by observing one half of the words (as in Se tion
4.2.1. Ex 1).

 Top-k: predi ts ombinations of the top-k hoi es of the lassi er trained with labeled
data (as in Se tion 4.2.2. Ex 4).

 Multi-k: for the multi- ategory target task, predi ts the top-k hoi es of the lassi er
(trained with labeled data), regarding them as multi- ategory auxiliary labels. The
number k is set to the average number of ategories per instan e, obtained from the
labeled data.

Feature splits are randomly generated.
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5.2.3 Data

20-newsgroup orpus

The 20-newsgroup orpus is one of the standard data sets for text
ategorization, whi h onsists of 20K do uments from 20 newsgroups, with 1K do uments
per group. The task is to lassify do uments into these 20 newsgroups ranging over a variety
of topi s { omputer hardware, baseball, bikes, religions, middle east issues, and so on. In
pre-pro essing, we removed the header lines (subje ts, newsgroup names, senders, and so
forth) from all do uments. We held out 1K do uments as the test set, and arbitrarily split
the rest of the orpus into the training set (2K do uments) and the unlabeled data set (17K
do uments).

Reuters-RCV1 orpus (new Reuters)

From the Reuters-RCV1 orpus, we randomly
generate disjoint sets of labeled (1K), unlabeled (20K), and test (3K) examples. The
Reuters-RCV1 orpus di ers from the 20-newsgroup orpus in several ways. The number of ategories is 102, whi h is ve times larger than that of the 20-newsgroup orpus;
the ategories are organized into three-level hierar hies; ea h do ument may be assigned
multiple ategories | about three ategories per do ument on average. The Reuters-RCV1
orpus preserves the natural distribution of the ategories whereas the 20-newsgroup orpus
has a ompletely uniform distribution, generated by intentionally hoosing the same number
of do uments from ea h newsgroup.
5.2.4 Evaluation metri

To measure the performan e of the nal lassi er on the test sets, for singly-labeled tasks,
we hoose one ategory that produ es the highest on den e value (inner produ t) and
report lassi ation a ura y. For multiply-labeled tasks, we hoose ategories that produ e
positive on den e values, and report the mi ro-averaged F-measure.
5.2.5 Text

ategorization performan e results

20-newsgroup results

Figure 3 (a) shows the a ura y results on the 20-newsgroup data
in omparison with the supervised setting as the baseline. We show the averaged results over
10 runs, ea h with labeled examples randomly drawn from the training set. The verti al
bars are `one' standard deviations. The symbol `semi' stands for semi-supervised, followed
by the types of auxiliary problems used. The semi-supervised methods obtain signi ant
performan e improvements (up to 22.2%) over the supervised method in all settings.

Reuters-RCV1 results

Figure 3 (b) shows mi ro-averaged F-measure on the ReutersRCV1 data in omparison to the supervised baseline. The performan e trend is similar
to that of the 20-newsgroup experiments. Signi ant performan e improvements (up to
11.6%) over the supervised method are obtained in all settings.

Auxiliary problems: unsupervised vs. partially-supervised

From the results
in Figure 3, we observe that when a relatively small number of labeled data are used,
freq (whi h uses auxiliary problems reated in an unsupervised manner) outperforms topk/multi-k (partially-supervised). However it underperforms top-k/multi-k when a relatively
large number of labeled data are used. Sin e freq learns from unlabeled data in an unsupervised fashion, its e e tiveness is insensitive to the number of labeled data. In ontrast,
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Figure 3: Text ategorization performan e results. Average over 10 runs. Verti al bars are
standard deviations. (a) 20-newsgroup, (b) Reuters-RCV1.
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Figure 4: Comparison with o-training: averaged performan e over 10 runs with standard
deviations.

top-k/multi-k an take advantage of information in the labeled data when there is a reasonable amount of them. The best performan e is often a hieved when both types of auxiliary
problems are used.
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(d) new Reuters
200 labeled examples
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0
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F-measure (%)

65

(b) 20 newsgroup
200 labeled examples

F-measure (%)

55
50

Accuracy (%)

Accuracy (%)

60

(a) 20 newsgroup
100 labeled examples

co-training
semi:multi-3+freq

0
10
20
co-training iterations
co-training
semi:multi-3+freq

Figure 5: Co-training performan e in typi al runs, versus the number of iterations.
5.2.6 Performan e

omparison with other methods

As we have mentioned, the idea of using partially supervised auxiliary problems is motivated
by o-training. Therefore we test o-training for omparison.

Co-training implementation Our implementation follows the original work (Blum and
Mit hell, 1998), with the same feature splits as used in our auxiliary problems. Initial
lassi ers are trained with labeled instan es drawn from the training sets. We maintain
a pool of 10K unlabeled instan es while re lling it by randomly hoosing instan es from
the unlabeled set. The two lassi ers propose labels for the unlabeled instan es in this
pool. For ea h lassi er, we hoose 1000 instan es with high on den e while preserving
the lass distribution observed in the initial labeled data. This is done by hoosing the
lass label with probabilities a ording to the distribution, and then the highest on dent
instan e for that lass label. The hosen instan es are added to the pool of labeled data
with their automati ally proposed labels. The pro ess repeats until the unlabeled instan es
are exhausted.
Comparison with o-training Figure 4 shows the best possible performan e of otraining (the optimally stopped o-training pro edure) averaged over 10 runs, with 100
and 200 labeled examples on the 20-newsgroup and the Reuters-RCV1 data. Our method
outperforms the best o-training performan e in all of the four settings by up to 8:4%. In
Figure 5, we plot the o-training performan e versus o-training iterations in typi al runs.
As shown in Figure 6, our results outperform BN04 (Belkin and Niyogi, 2004)'s manifoldbased semi-supervised learning method. They are also onsistent with NMTM00 (Nigam
et al., 2000)'s EM results. Sin e NMTM00 didn't report the exa t numbers (we an only
approximately read their results from a graph), we annot in lude them in Figure 6. The
performan e of EM is usually similar to that of o-training as well as sel-training frequently
used in NLP. Although quite su essful for the 20 newsgroup data, as we shall see later,
o-training and self-training do not perform very well for more diÆ ult tasks.
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# of labeled BN04 best ASO-semi
examples (manifold)
100
39.8
54.1
200
{
61.6
500
59.9
68.5
1000
64.0
72.3
Figure 6: Comparison with similar settings in BN04 (Belkin and Niyogi, 2004) on 20 newsgroup.

h
Re all that throughout the experiments, we x the number of rows of t to a onstant ht =
50, as des ribed in Se tion 5.1. Also re all that on text ategorization, t is derived from
auxiliary problems that use the t-th feature map. In this se tion, we study the performan e
dependen y on the dimensionality ht .
We are interested in the range of ht roughly from 10 to 100. Figure 7 plots the
performan e on the 20-newsgroup and the Reuters-RCV1 orpora, in relation to ht =
5; 10; 15; 20; 30;    ; 100. The results show that the method is insensitive to the hange
of dimension ht in a relatively large range. In pra ti e, this is a signi ant advantage
over other dimension redu tion approa hes, whi h are typi ally sensitive to the hoi e of
dimensions, or bootstrapping approa hes, whi h are often sensitive to parameter settings.
5.2.7 Performan e dependen y on

Accuracy (%)

Accuracy (%)
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45
40
35

65

60
55
50
45
40

30
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20 40 60 80 100
dimension
semi:freq
co-training:best
supervised

(c) new Reuters
100 labeled examples

60
55
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0

20 40 60 80 100
dimension
semi:freq
co-training:best
supervised

70
F-measure (%)

65

55

(b) 20 newsgroup
200 labeled examples

F-measure (%)

(a) 20 newsgroup
100 labeled examples

(d) new Reuters
200 labeled examples

65
60
55
50

0

20 40 60 80 100
dimension
semi:freq
co-training:best
supervised

0

20 40 60 80 100
dimension
semi:freq
co-training:best
supervised

Figure 7: Performan e dependen y on ht (the rank of t ) in parti ular runs.

In order to gain some insights into the information obtained from unlabeled data, we show
several signi ant entries of matrix  { the entries whose absolute values are:

5.2.8 Interpretation of

 the largest in the olumns ( orresponding to features), and
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 within the 100 largest among the positive (or negative) entries in the rows.
In the table below, we show at most ten entries hosen in this manner from the rows
orresponding to the ve most signi ant singular values.  was omputed from the freq
(unsupervised) auxiliary problems on the 20-newsgroup unlabeled data.
The se ond row appears to apture the distin tions between omputers and religion.
The third row distinguishes sports and the middle east issues. The positive entries of the
fth row appear to be about motor vehi les, and the negative entries are about printers.
These topi s are, indeed, relevant to the themes of the twenty newsgroups.
row# features
2 + p , vesa, ibm, boards
god, hristian, bible, exist, do trine, nature, worship, athos.rutgers.edu
3 + team, detroit, series, leafs, play, up, playo s, played, penguins, devils
israel, pea e, jewish, lebanese, israelis, land, gaza, ivilians, palestine, syria
4 + les, jpeg, pov, utility, ms-windows, i on
eisa, nubus, agents, attorney
5 + oil, bikes, front, brake, rear, transmission, owner, driving, dogs, highway
printer, hp, ink, appre iate, bj-200, toner, printing, bubblejet, laserjet, g

5.3 Named entity hunking experiments

We report named entity hunking performan e on the CoNLL'03 shared-task2 orpora (English and German). We hoose this task be ause the original intention of this shared task
was to test the e e tiveness of semi-supervised learning methods (su h as label bootstrap
or o-training), and hen e a large number of unlabeled data were made available. However,
it turned out that none of the top performing systems used unlabeled data. One possible
reason may be that the number of labeled data is relatively large (>200K). We show that
by ontrast, through our stru tural-learning based semi-supervised learning, it is possible
to obtain results better than any of the top systems, using unlabeled data as the only additional resour e. In parti ular, we do not use gazetteer information, whi h was used in all
other systems.
The CoNLL orpora are annotated with four types of named entities: persons, organizations, lo ations, and mis ellaneous names (e.g., \World Cup"). As is ommonly done, we enode hunk information into word tags to ast the hunking problem to that of word tagging,
and perform Viterbi-style de oding. We use the oÆ ial training/development/test splits, as
provided by the shared-task organizers. Our unlabeled data sets onsist of 27 million words
(English) and 35 million words (German), respe tively. They were hosen from the same
sour es { Reuters and ECI Multilingual Text Corpus { as the training/development/test
sets but disjoint from them.
5.3.1 Feature representation

Our feature representation is a slight modi ation of a simpler on guration reported in
(Zhang and Johnson, 2003), whi h uses: token strings, parts-of-spee h, hara ter types,
several hara ters at the beginning and the ending of the tokens, in a 5-token window
2.

http:// nts.uia.a .be/ onll2003/ner.
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around the urrent position; token strings in a 3-synta ti hunk window; labels of two
tokens on the left to the urrent position; bi-grams of the urrent token and the label on
the left; and the labels assigned to previous o urren es of the urrent word. These features
are easily obtained without deep linguisti pro essing.
5.3.2 Auxiliary problems for named entity

hunking

We use four types of auxiliary problems and their ombinations:

 Word predi tion: predi ts the word at the urrent (or left or right) position, using the
features derived from the other tokens.

 Top-2: predi ts the top-2 hoi es of the lassi er. We split features into \left- ontext

vs. the others" and \right- ontext vs. the others". The rest is the same as Ex 4 in
Se tion 4.2.2.

SVD is applied to ea h of the feature types separately. As for the word-predi tion auxiliary
problems, we only onsider the instan es whose urrent words are either nouns or adje tives
sin e named entities mostly onsist of these types. Also, we leave out all but 1000 auxiliary
problems of ea h type that have the largest numbers of positive examples. This is to ensure
that auxiliary predi tors an be adequately learned from unlabeled data.
5.3.3 Performan e results on the CoNLL English/German

(a) CoNLL English NE
10K labeled examples

(c) CoNLL German NE
207K labeled examples

(b) CoNLL English NE
204K labeled examples

82

76

94

80

74

76
74
72
70

F-measure (%)

92

78

F-measure (%)

F-measure (%)

orpora

90
88

dev set

test set

supervised
semi:word
semi:top-2
semi:word+top-2
co/self-training best

70
68
66

86

64

84

62

68
66

72

dev set

test set

supervised
semi:word
semi:top-2
semi:word+top-2
co/self-training best

dev set

test set

supervised
semi:word
semi:top-2
semi:word+top-2
co/self-training best

Figure 8: Named entity hunking F-measure performan e. Without any gazetteer. For oand self-training, the performan e best among all the parameter settings (in luding the number of iterations) is shown. (a) CoNLL English orpus, 10K labeled
examples. (b) CoNLL English orpus, 204K (the entire) labeled examples. ( )
CoNLL German orpus, 207K (the entire) labeled examples.
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F-measure (%)

75
70
65
60
0 10 20 30 40 50
# of iterations
semi:word+top-2
co-tr (C+L|C+R)
co-tr (C|L+R)
self-training

Figure 9: Co- and self-training named entity hunking performan e in typi al runs, versus
the number of iterations. Tested on the German development set. In the legend,
C, L, and R stand for urrent words, left ontext, and right ontext, respe tively.
Figures 8 (a) and (b) show the English F-measure results { (a) with small (10K-word)
labeled data, and (b) with the entire training set (204K words). German results using the
entire training set are shown in Figure 8 ( ). Pre ision and re all results in the same settings
are found in Figure 15.
Note that to fa ilitate omparisons with the supervised baselines, we do not use any
gazetteers or any name lexi ons. Thus, there are only two kinds of information sour es:
labeled data and unlabeled data. We on rm that performan e improvements gained by
unlabeled data are signi ant in all of the semi-supervised settings: up to 10.10% gains
with small English labeled data, up to 3.86% with larger English labeled data, and up to
9.22% improvements on the German data.
We note that word-predi tion (unsupervised) auxiliary problems are parti ularly e e tive when the number of labeled examples is relatively small or the training data di er
signi antly from the test data. (The English test set is known to be less similar to the
training set than the development set is, apparently be ause of the time periods from whi h
the arti les were drawn.) The best performan e is a hieved by ombining all of the auxiliary problems. This performan e trend is in line with that in the text ategorization
experiments.

Comparison with o- and self-training

For omparison, we test o-training exploring parameter settings: pool size f50K,100Kg, in rement size f50, 100, 50K, 100Kg, and
ommonly-used feature splits \ urrent+left- ontext vs. urrent+right- ontext" and \ urrent vs. ontext". Single-view bootstrapping is sometimes alled self-training. In addition,
we test the basi self-training, whi h repla es multiple lassi ers in the o-training pro edure
with a single lassi er that employs all the features. The o- and self-training performan e
shown in Figures 8 and 15 is the best possible performan e among all the parameter settings
(in luding the number of iterations). Co- and self-training at their best improve re all but
often degrades pre ision. Consequently, their F-measure improvements are relatively low,
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whi h demonstrates that it is not easy to bene t from unlabeled data on this task. Moreover, as shown in Figure 9, o- and self-training may rather degrade performan e severely
unless the iteration is optimally stopped. Su h performan e degradation ( aused by ontamination of automati ally assigned labels) has also been observed in previous o-training
studies on NLP tasks (e.g., Pier e and Cardie, 2001).
5.3.4 Comparison with previous best results

English test set
System
semi:word+top-2
FIJZ03(Florian et al., 2003)
CN03(Chieu and Ng, 2003)
KSNM03(Klein et al., 2003)

F-measure Additional resour es
89.31

unlabeled data

88.76
88.31
86.31

gazetteers; 1.7M-word labeled data
gazetteers (also very elaborated features)
rule-based post pro essing

German test set
Systems
F-measure Additional resour es
semi:word+top-2
75.27
unlabeled data
FIJZ03
72.41
gazetteers
KSNM03
71.90
rule-based post pro essing
ZJ03(Zhang and Johnson, 2003)
71.27
gazetteers
Figure 10: Comparison with previous best results on CoNLL'03 shared task
In Figure 10, we ompare our performan e results with those of the previous top systems
among the CoNLL'03 shared-task parti ipants.
On both English and German data, we are able to a hieve performan e better than those
of the top parti ipants, although they used more elaborated features. We note that the
previous best English results were a hieved with the help of knowledge intensive resour es {
su h as gazetteers provided by the organizer plus additional gazetteers of a large number of
names (FIJZ03, CN03); and a large amount (1.7 million words) of labeled data annotated
with ner-grained named entities (FIJZ03); and rule-based post pro essing (KSNM03).
Re all that the study of semi-supervised learning is motivated by the potential unavailability
of su h labor intensive resour es. Hen e, we feel that our results, whi h were obtained by
using unlabeled data as the only additional resour e, are very en ouraging.

5.4 Part-of-spee h tagging
We report part-of-spee h (POS) tagging results on the Brown orpus. This orpus, annotated with 46 parts-of-spee h, is one of the standard orpora for POS tagging resear h. We
arbitrarily split the orpus into the labeled set (23K words), unlabeled set (1M words), and
the test set (60K words).
The same auxiliary problems and feature representation (as in the named entity hunking
experiments) are used, ex ept for part-of-spee h and synta ti hunk information. Following
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the onvention, we use error rate to measure the performan e. It an be seen from Figure
11 that over 20% error redu tions are a hieved by learning from unlabeled data.
supervised
semi:left+ urr
semi:top-1
semi:left+ urr+top-1

8.9
7.0 (21.3%)
6.9 (22.5%)
6.9 (22.5%)

Figure 11: Part-of-spee h tagging error rates (%). The numbers in parentheses are error
redu tion ratio with respe t to the supervised baseline.

5.5 Hand-written digit image lassi ation

This experiment uses the MNIST data downloaded from http://yann.le un. om/exdb/mnist/.
It onsists of a training set (60K examples) and a test set (10K examples) of 28-by-28 grays ale hand-written digits. The task is to lassify the image data into 10 digits,`0'{ `9'.
We use a feature representation omposed of lo ation-sensitive bags of pixel blo ks,
similar to the bag-of-word model in text ategorization. It onsists of normalized ounts of
pixel blo ks of various shapes in the four regions (top-left, top-right, bottom-right, bottomleft). (Normalization was done by s aling the ve tor for ea h shape/region into a unit
ve tor.) The pixel blo ks are bla k-white patterns of 16 pixels in the shape of: squares(44),
re tangles(2  8, 8  2), rossing lines (from top-left to bottom-right; from top-right to
bottom-left), and dotted lines (horizontal and verti al). Using these features and trained
with the entire training set (60K examples), the error rate in the supervised setting is
0.82%. This mat hes/surpasses state-of-the-art algorithms on the same data (reported on
the MNIST data website) without additional image pro essing or transformation su h as
distortion or deskewing.
Auxiliary problems we used are partially-supervised. Feature splits were made by halving ea h image: features derived from top-left+top-right regions vs. those from bottomleft+bottom-right; top-left+bottom-left vs. top-right+bottom-right; and top-left+bottomright vs. top-right+bottom-left.
In ea h run, labeled examples were randomly hosen from the training set, with the
remaining training set used as unlabeled data. ASO-semi (Figure 12) onsistently produ ed
signi ant performan e improvements over the supervised baseline.3 It also outperforms
a manifold-based semi-supervised learning method BN04 (Belkin and Niyogi, 2004) ex ept
when the number of labeled data is 100. The method in BN04 performs well for small
labeled data. However, a disadvantage is that their method (whi h also requires dimension
redu tion) is more sensitive to the number of redu ed dimensions. For example, with 100
labeled data, they a hieved an error rate of 6.4 with 20 dimensions, but an error rate of
22.0 with 10 dimensions, and an error rate of 14.4 with 50 dimensions.

3. By ontrast, o-training (with the same feature splits) sometimes rather degraded performan e.
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#labeled supervised
100 14:22  2:90
500 3:93  0:22
1000 2:83  0:16
5000 1:64  0:07

ASO-semi
9:13  1:95
3:05  0:20
2:26  0:11
1:47  0:07

BN04 best (2nd best)
6.4 (14.4)
3.5 (3.6)
3.2 (3.4)
2.7 (2.9)

Figure 12: Error rates (%); average over 10 runs and standard deviation. MNIST hand-written

digit image lassi ation results on the test set. BN04 results (Belkin and Niyogi, 2004)
are on the unlabeled portion of the training set.

(a) 20-newsgroup
# of labeled examples
supervised
semi:freq
semi:top-1
semi:top-2
semi:top-2+freq

32.0
53.6
46.6
47.4
54.1

100
(+21.6)
(+14.6)
(+15.4)
(+22.1)

(b) Reuters-RCV1 orpus
# of labeled examples
100
supervised
48.5
semi:freq
59.6 (+11.1)
semi:multi-3
58.7 (+10.2)
semi:multi-3+freq
60.1 (+11.6)

42.7
60.0
55.9
58.4
61.6

56.3
64.8
65.5
65.8

200
(+17.3)
(+13.2)
(+15.7)
(+18.9)
200
(+8.5)
(+9.2)
(+9.5)

56.9
65.8
67.6
68.3
68.5

65.4
69.6
71.2

70.7

500
(+8.9)
(+10.7)
(+11.4)
(+11.6)
500
(+4.2)
(+5.8)
(+5.3)

66.0
69.1
72.9
72.5

72.3

71.4
72.8
74.6

73.7

1000
(+3.1)
(+6.9)
(+6.5)
(+6.3)
1000
(+1.4)
(+3.2)
(+2.3)

Figure 13: Text ategorization. Average over 10 runs. For ea h run, labeled examples
were randomly drawn from the training set. (a) A ura y on the 20-newsgroup
orpus, (b) F-measure (mi ro-averaged) on Reuters-RCV1 orpus. Numbers in
parentheses are performan e improvements obtained from unlabeled data. The
best performan e in ea h olumn is itali ized.
Data set
# of labeled examples
o-training:highest
o-training:lowest

20-newsgroup
100
200
49.6 (+17.6) 58.5 (+15.8)
34.5 (+2.5) 45.5 (+2.8)

Reuters-RCV1
100
200
51.9 (+2.4) 57.4 (+1.1)
46.8 ( 1:7) 53.9 ( 2:4)

Figure 14: Co-training text ategorization performan e. The highest and lowest performan e among the iterations, averaged over 10 runs. A ura y on 20-newsgroup
and mi ro-averaged F-measure on Reuters-RCV1 are shown. The numbers in
parentheses are improvements over the supervised settings.
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(a) English (10K labeled examples)
development set
pre . re all F =1
supervised
72.04 73.46 72.74
o/self best
72.36 73.85 73.10 (+0.36)
semi:word
82.16
79.45 80.78 (+8.04)
semi:top-2
80.78 78.31 79.52 (+6.78)
semi:word+top-2 82.06 80.46 81.25 (+8.51)
(b) English (204K labeled examples)
development set
pre . re all F =1
supervised
91.59 89.48 90.53
o/self best
91.63 89.68 90.64 (+0.11)
semi:word
93.45 91.75 92.60 (+2.07)
semi:top-2
93.05 91.89 92.46 (+1.93)
semi:word+top2 93.84 92.48 93.15 (+2.62)
( ) German (207K labeled examples)
development set
pre . re all F =1
supervised
74.61 57.33 64.84
o/self best
72.02 61.72 66.47 (+1.63)
semi:word
82.04
65.80 73.03 (+8.19)
semi:top-2
82.00 63.60 71.64 (+6.80)
semi:word+top2 82.01 67.52 74.06 (+9.22)

pre .
70.52
71.12
78.66
77.60

test set
re all F =1
66.25 68.32
68.20 69.63
74.96 76.77
73.58 75.54

79.91

76.98

78.42

(+10.10)

pre .
86.34
86.30
89.04
88.49

test set
re all F =1
84.58 85.45
84.53 85.40
88.05 88.54
87.80 88.14

( 0.05)
(+3.09)
(+2.69)

89.54

89.09

89.31

(+3.86)

pre .
78.65
77.39
82.23
82.74

test set
re all F =1
62.07 69.39
64.66 70.45
66.78 73.71
65.91 73.37

(+1.06)
(+4.32)
(+3.98)

83.29

68.66

(+5.88)

75.27

(+1.31)
(+8.45)
(+7.22)

Figure 15: Named entity hunking results on the CoNLL'03 orpus. Without any gazetteer.
For o-training and self-training (baseline), the best performan e among all their
parameter settings (in luding the number of iterations) is shown. (a) English,
10K labeled examples. (b) English, 204K (entire) labeled examples. ( ) German, 207K (entire) labeled examples. The best performan e in ea h olumn is
itali ized.
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6. Dis ussions

This paper presents a general framework for learning predi tive fun tional stru tures from
multiple tasks. The idea is based on the on ept that if multiple problems share a ommon
predi tive stru ture, then the stru ture an be more reliably estimated by onsidering these
problems together. The pro ess of learning the shared fun tional stru ture is referred to
as stru tural learning. In the learning theory framework, stru tural learning is to dis over
a ommon stru ture of the hypothesis spa es shared by the problems. The main theoreti al justi ation of this approa h is that the shared stru tural parameter an be reliably
estimated when m is large. Using the optimally estimated stru tural parameter, better
generalization performan e (averaged over the problems) an be a hieved.
Moreover, we showed that the framework of stru tural learning an be applied to semisupervised learning. This is a hieved by reating auxiliary problems from unlabeled data
that an reveal important underlying predi tive stru tures of the data. Some examples of
auxiliary problems were provided, and experimental results demonstrated that the dis overed stru tures are very useful. Rigorously speaking, the theory we developed in Appendix A
does not dire tly apply to semi-supervised learning. This is be ause in our theory, the performan e is measured by averaged generalization ability over multiple predi tion problems.
However, in the setting of semi-supervised learning, we are only interested in the performan e of the original supervised task, and not any of the auxiliary problems. For semisupervised learning, a more relevant onsequen e of our analysis is that the shared stru ture
an be stably estimated from multiple tasks. The usefulness of the shared stru ture is a
di erent issue whi h is not dire tly answered by Appendix A. An intuitive justi ation
of auxiliary problems we reated is given in Se tion 4.3, although a more omplete theory
requires further investigation.
In summary, our approa h to semi-supervised learning makes a bet on the existen e of
a shared predi tive stru ture useful both for the supervised problem and for the auxiliary
problems. The method proposed in Se tion 3 is robust sin e even if the dis overed stru ture
does not help on the supervised problem, the only potential negative e e t is the introdu tion of some non-predi tive features. Using typi al dis riminative learning methods with
appropriate regularization, a small number of bad features only have a minor impa t on the
performan e. However, if some of the features dis overed from the auxiliary problems are
useful, then the performan e improvement an be signi ant.
The method derived in Se tion 3 has the intuitive interpretation of dis overing low
dimensional predi tive stru tures on the lassi er spa e. In our model, the most predi tive
dimensions orrespond to the prin ipal omponents of the multiple lassi ers. Although
our algorithm is based on the joint empiri al risk minimization method whi h has a strong
foundation in learning theory (see Appendix A), in prin iple, we an onsider a more general
approa h of mining stru tures in the lassi er spa e. Based on this general prin iple, one
an design other stru tural learning algorithms that are not ne essarily based on the joint
empiri al risk minimization method proposed in the paper. In fa t, this general prin iple,
whi h we may all stru tural mining, is the heart of our analysis. We shall thus on lude
this paper by omparing some underlying on epts of stru tural mining to those of datamining in Figure 16. In the table, a predi tor an be regarded as a real-valued fun tion
de ned on the data-spa e. The nal row points out that we may also onsider a data point
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x as a predi tor on the predi tor spa e by asso iating with ea h predi tor p the fun tional
value x(p) := p(x). In this sense, data-mining an be viewed as a spe ial stru tural mining.
data-mining
stru tural-mining
spa e of interest
data spa e
predi tor spa e
instan es
data-points
predi tors from multiple tasks
un ertainty
measurement error
estimation error
goal
nd patterns in data
nd stru tures of the predi tors
predi tive power
maybe
yes
duality
a data point is a predi tor of points in the predi tor-spa e
Figure 16: Data mining versus stru tural mining
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Appendix A. Analysis of Stru tural Learning

We in lude a theoreti al analysis of the joint empiri al risk minimization method (3) for
stru ture learning. The main purpose is to demonstrate that by joint minimization, the
shared stru ture  an be more reliably estimated. We onsider the idealized ase, where
the performan e of interests is the averaged loss over the m tasks. In parti ular, we are
interested in the behavior when m be omes large. Our bound shows that using the joint
empiri al risk minimization method, it is possible to estimate the shared hypothesis spa e
H; more reliably as m ! 1.
Note that in pra ti e, we are often interested in the performan e on one parti ular task
instead of the averaged performan e over multiple tasks. This non-idealized s enario is
not dire tly overed by our analysis. In parti ular, in the semi-supervised learning setting,
additional theoreti al analysis is needed to show that stru ture shared by the arti ially
reated tasks an improve the performan e of the supervised task (see Se tion 4.3). Still,
the analysis presented here is relevant be ause it implies that the shared stru ture an be
reliably estimated by the joint empiri al risk minimization method, whi h we employ.
Instead of providing the most general analysis with the tightest possible generalization
bounds, we adopt a relatively simple approa h. Our purpose is to illustrate the main
bene t of stru tural learning, that is, the ability to obtain an a urate estimate of the best
hypothesis lass H; ( 2 ) when the number of problems m is large. The analysis is losely
related to that of Baxter (2000) (also see Ben-David and S huller, 2003). We use a di erent
(although related) te hni al approa h with a di erent overing number de nition. The
modi ations are ne essary to make our results dire tly appli able to the spe i method
proposed in Se tion 3.
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For larity, in the following analysis, we simplify (3) as
m X
n
X

^ ff^` g℄ = arg min
[;
L(f` (X`i ); Yi` );
 2 ;ff` 2H g
`=1 i=1

(9)

where we only onsider the ase n1 = n2 =    = nm = n, and H1; = H2; =    =
Hm; = H . This simpli ation is not riti al, but allows us to onsider the behavior of (9)
as m ! 1 under xed n.
For simpli ity, we use a overing-number approa h in our analysis. The treatment is
very similar to the ase of m = 1, whi h is the standard empiri al risk minimization. We
need to introdu e some de nitions in order to state the main theorem.

De nition 1

Consider a set V with a distan e fun tion d : V  V ! f0g [ R+ . Given
 > 0, the - overing number of V , denoted by N (; V; d(; )), is the minimal number of
balls B (f ) = fg : d(f; g)  g of radius  needed to over V .

De nition 2

Let S (n) = f(X1 ; Y1 ); : : : ; (Xn ; Yn )g be a set of n points. We de ne the
`2 (S (n) ) distan e between any two fun tions f (x; y) and g(x; y) on S (n) as

`2

n
1X
jf (Xi; Yi) g(Xi ; Yi)j2
n i=1

(S (n) )(f; g) =

!1=2

:

Let F be a lass of fun tions of (x; y). The empiri al `2 - overing number of F is the
overing number N (; F ; `2 (S (n) )) of F with respe t to the `2 (S (n) ) distan e. The uniform
`2 overing number is given by

N
(; F ; `2 (S (n) ));
N2(; F ; n) = sup
(n)
S

where the supremum is over all samples S (n) of size n.

De nition 3

De ne distan e d1 between hypothesis spa es H ( 2 ) as

d1 (1 ; 2 ) = sup inf sup jf (x; y) g(x; y)j:
f

2H2 g2H1 x;y

We de ne the d1 - overing number of

as

N (; ; d1 ).

The following theorem gives a (one-sided) uniform onvergen e result for the joint ERM
method (9).

Theorem 4

For ea h ` = 1; : : : ; m, let S` = f(X`i ; Yi` ); : : : ; (X`n ; Yn` )g be a set of n points
for problem `, independently drawn from a distribution D` . Assume that L(f (x); y) is a
bounded Lips hitz fun tion of f (x) 2 H . That is, there are -independent onstants and
M su h that 81 ; 2 2 and 8f1 2 H1 ; f2 2 H2 :

8(x; y) : jL(f1(x); y) L(f2(x); y)j  jf1(x) f2(x)j;
8(x1 ; y1); (x2 ; y2) : jL(f1 (x1 ); y1) L(f1(x2 ); y2 )j  M:
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Then there is a universal onstant C su h that 8

8;^ ff^` 2 H^g:

2 [0; 1℄, with probability 1 , we have

s
#
" Z 1r
m
m
X
X
ln 1
ln N ()
1
1
d + M
;
R^ ` (f^` ; S` ) + C inf 0 +
R` (f^` ) 
0 0
m `=1
m `=1
n
nm
0

where R` and R^ ` are the true and empiri al risks for problem `:
n
1X
R` (f^`) = E(X` ;Y ` )D` L(f^` (X` ); Y ` ); R^ ` (f^` ; S` ) =
L(f^ (X` ); Y ` );
n i=1 ` i i

and

ln N () = sup ln N2 (; H ; n) +


1
ln N (; ; d1 ):
m

We shall delay the proof to the end of this appendix, and dis uss the impli ations
of the theorem rst. In summary, this result justi es the joint ERM method (9), whi h
minimizes the empiri al risk on the right hand side of Theorem 4. The theorem implies
that this method impli itly minimizes an upper bound of the true risk (averaged over the m
problems) on the left hand side, whi h leads to a theoreti al guarantee of the performan e
of this method.
The statisti al omplexity of the joint ERM method depends on the joint entropy
ln N (), whi h has two omponents: the rst term sup ln N2 (; H ; n) is the learning omplexity asso iated with individual estimation problems (with xed ). The se ond term
1 ln N (; ; d ) is the omplexity of estimating the best stru tural parameter  . The most
1
m
important onsequen e of our analysis is that the omplexity of the stru tural spa e ,
measured by the dis ounted entropy m1 ln N (; ; d1 ), approa hes zero when m ! 1. This
implies that we are able to nd a near optimal (as measured by the generalization bound)
shared stru tural parameter  when m is large.
This theorem an be used to analyze the method we propose in Se tion 3, where in (4)
and (5), a bi-linear stru tural model of the following form is used:



A

B



H = w (x) + v  (x) : kwk2  sup k(x)k ; kvk2  sup k (x)k ;
2
2
x
x
hp
T
=f 2 R :  = Ihh g;
T

T

where (x) and (x) are pre-de ned ve tor fun tions (feature maps) of x; v is an hdimensional ve tor; (x) is a p-dimensional ve tor; and  is an orthonormal h  p dimensional matrix. We also use Ihh to denote the h-dimensional identity matrix.
For this model, the matrix , shared by the di erent predi tion problems, is the stru tural parameter. When we x , the hypothesis spa e H is parameterized by weight
ve tors w and v, where w an be a high dimensional ve tor (regularized using A), and
v is a low dimensional ve tor (of dimensionality h). The idea of this model is to nd a
ommon low-dimensional predi tive stru ture (shared by the m problems) parameterized
by the proje tion matrix . If we an dis over su h a stru ture, then we only need to use
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a very small A to regularize the w ve tor, whi h leads to improved generalization performan e. In other words, there is a trade-o between the dimensionality h of the ommon
low-dimensional predi tive stru ture, and the regularization size A. The optimal trade-o
is through the shared stru tural parameter , whi h an be more reliably estimated using
stru tural learning formulation (3) when m is large.
This intuitive argument an be more rigorously justi ed using Theorem 4 with appropriate overing number estimates. Spe i ally, it an be shown that there are universal
onstants C1 ; C2 and C3 su h that
sup ln N2 (; H ; n) 










C1 A2
B
B
; ln N (; ; d1 )  C3 hp ln 1 +
+ C2 h ln 1 +
:
2




We shall not in lude a detailed proof of these estimates (whi h is not essential for the purpose
of this paper) but only outline the basi ideas used in our derivation. The term C1 A2 =2
follows from a simple estimate of the Radema
her omplexity of the sub fun tion lass
p
in H orresponding to wT (x) as A= n, and a straight-forward appli ation of Sudak's
minoration (e.g., see Ledoux and Talagrand, 1991,Chapter 12). The two ln(1 + B=) terms
an be obtained by expli it dis retization of the orresponding nite dimensional parameter
spa es | one for the h-dimensional sub fun tion lass in H orresponding to vT  (x)
(with xed  and variable v), and the other for a dire t dis retization of the hp-dimensional
variable . We simply note that a bounded set in a d-dimensional parameter spa e an be
overed by O( d ) grid points with width no greater than  in every dire tion.
By using the above overing number estimates, the omplexity term in Theorem 4
be omes




C1 A2
B
B
1
ln N ()  2 + C2 h ln 1 +
+ C3 hp ln 1 +
:


m

The third term is the omplexity of estimating the stru tural parameter , whi h vanishes
as m ! 1. The rst and se ond terms hara terize the trade-o between the regularization size A for the w parameter, and the dimensionality h for the v parameter. With the
estimated , the model approximates the underlying true predi tor better for a xed regularization size A (and thus a xed omplexity term ln N () in Theorem 4), whi h implies
better generalization behavior.

Proof of Theorem 4 Given training data S = [ S , we de ne a ve tor fun tion
S:
F = ff = [f ℄ : f (X ) = f (X ); f 2 H ;  2 g;
`

S

`

`
i

`

`

`
i

`

lass on



where we use the notation [f` ℄ = [f` ℄`=1;:::;m = [f1 ; : : : ; fm ℄. Similarly, de ne

FSL = f[L(f (Xi` ); Yi`)℄`=1;:::;m : f 2 FS g:
We introdu e two lemmas.

Lemma 5 We have the following bounds:
ln N (2 ; FSL ; `2 (S ))  ln N (2; FS ; `2 (S )) 
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sup ln N (; H ; `2 (S` )) + ln N (; ; d1 ):
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Proof

The rst inequality is a dire t onsequen e of the Lips hitz ondition in Theorem 4.
We shall prove the se ond inequality. Consider an - over of in the d1 metri . For
simpli ity, we denote the over by 1 ; : : : ; N , where N = N (; ; d1 ). For ea h j , we
an nd an - over of Hj on S` as f`;j;1; : : : ; f`;j;N` , where N` = N (; H ; `2 (S` )).
Now given any f = [f` ℄ 2 FS , where f` 2 H for some  2 , we an nd 1  J  N ,
and f 0 = [f`0 ℄ 2 FS su h that ea h f`0 2 HJ and `2 (S )(f; f 0 )  . We an further approximate ea h f`0 by a f`;J;K` where 1  K`  N` su h that `2 (S` )(f`0 ; f`;J;K` )  . It follows
that if we let f = [f`;J;K` ℄`=1;:::;m , then `2 (S )(f 0 ; f)  . Therefore we have `2 (S )(f; f)  2.
This means that FS has a 2- over of the formQf = [f`;J;K` ℄ (J = 1; : : : ; N , K` = 1; : : : ; N`
for ` = 1; : : : ; m). The size of this over is N ` N` .

Lemma 6 Let

m
1X
(R` (f`) R^ ` (f` ; S` ));
[f` ℄2FS m `=1

Q(S ) = sup
then 8 2 [0; 1℄, with probability 1

:

Q(S )  ES Q(S ) + M

s

ln 1
:
mn

Proof

For a given 1  `  m and 1  i, we reate a new dataset S = [` S` by hanging

the i-th datum of the `-th problem in S = [` S` from (Xi`; Yi`) to (Xi`; Yi`) (and keep all the
other data points identi al). Then it is easy to verify that
1
M
j
L(f (Xi`); Yi`) L(f (Xi`); Yi`)j 
:
Q(S ) Q(S)  sup sup
mn
 f 2H mn
The lemma is a dire t onsequen e of M Diarmid's on entration inequality (M Diarmid,
1989).
We are now ready to prove the main theorem. Consider a sequen e of binary random
variables  = fi` g su h that ea h i` = 1 is independent with probability 1=2. The
Radema her omplexity of FSL under empiri al sample S , is given by

R(F ; S ) = E sup
L
S

f

2FS

!

n
m X
1 X
` L(f (X`i ); Yi` ) :
mn `=1 i=1 i

It is well known that there exists a universal onstant C (a variant of Corollary 2.2.8 in
van der Vaart and Wellner, 1996):


Z 1q
1
C
L
L
ln N2 (2; FS ; nm)d :
 +p
R(FS ; S )  inf
2 0 0
mn 0
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Applying Lemma 5, we obtain

R(F ; S ) 
L
S

"

#

"

#

Z 1 r ln N (= )
Z 1 r ln N ()
C
C
inf  +
d =
inf  +
d :
2 0 0 0
n
2 0 0 0
n

Using the standard symmetrization argument (for example, see Lemma 2.3.1 of (van der
Vaart and Wellner, 1996)), we have
#
" Z 1r
ln N ()
L
d :
0 +
ES Q(S )  2ES R(FS ; S ) = C inf
0
n
0
The theorem is now a dire t onsequen e of Lemma 6.
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